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Internet video traffic is forecasted to grow at 29% CAGR and will represent 69% of consumer traffic by 2017.
Media Delivery Example

1. Video files store in cloud storage
2. Media transcoding before deliver to CDN
3. Media transcoding for client in Edge
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Requirements of GPU Virtualization

- **Performance**: Direct GPU acceleration
- **Capability**: Consistent visual experience
- **Sharing**: Multiple Virtual Machines
# GPU Virtualization Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API Forwarding</th>
<th>Direct Pass-thru</th>
<th>Full GPU Virtualization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pros:**
- Performance
- Sharing

**Cons:**
- No media/GPGPU
- Compatibility

**Pros:**
- Performance
- Capability

**Cons:**
- No sharing

**Pros:**
- Performance
- Capability
- Sharing
Intel® Graphics Virtualization Technology

- Intel® GVT-s for API level GPU sharing
  - Make existing API forwarding protocols running best on Intel platform

- Intel® GVT-d for direct GPU passthrough
  - Xen GPU passthrough upstreaming in progress
  - KVM PoC patch in community

- Intel® GVT-g for vGPU based sharing
  - Achieve a good balance of performance, feature and sharing
  - Xen implementations (a.k.a XenGT) in production quality on HSW
    - BDW support is in alpha quality in 2015/Q1 release
  - KVM support (a.k.a KVMGT) in prototype quality on HSW
Intel GVT-g: Full GPU Virtualization

Performance
- 3DMark: 80%
- H.264 transcoding: 90% (of native performance)

Feature
- Native driver
  - DirectX 11.1, OpenGL 4.2, OpenCL 1.2, MediaSDK x.x

Sharing
- Simultaneously accelerate multiple VMs

- HSW
- BDW
- SKL
- ...
Building Blocks

- Host OS or VM
- OpenStack
  - Nova
  - Control point
- ISV Guest OS
  - Ubuntu* 14.04 LTS
  - Windows* 7 64bit
  - Windows 8 32bit
- Intel® Xeon® E3 Processor
- OpenStack
  - Network node
  - Storage/Image
- XeNT
  - Intel® HD Driver
- KVM Hypervisor
- Intel® Media SDK
- Intel HD Driver
- ISV Guest OS
  - Video Conference
  - Media Server
  - VoD streaming
- Real Time Transcoding
- Cloud Infrastructure
- Media Server
  - Real Time Transcoding
- Video Conference
- Media Server
  - VoD streaming
- Intel® Media SDK
- Intel® HD Driver
- 4th generation Intel® Core™ i7
- GPU instance
- ISV/Non Intel
- Intel Hardware
- Intel Own
- Intel Contributed
Video Conference Usage Case

4K Display

1080P Camera

Media Server Pool (x86 platform with Intel® Processor graphics)

Intel Processor graphics-based Encoding, Decoding, and Composing. OpenStack® Media Cloud

4K Video Conferencing on Media Plane NFV Demo @ MWC’15
Performance Summary

High Density workload: 480p transcoding

High Density workload: 1080p transcoding

Config: I7 4770, Guest Ubuntu 14.04LTS, 4GB mem, 1.5G GraphicMem, MediaSDK

Avg S90% of native H.264 transcoding performance
CPU Transcoding vs. GPU Transcoding

Lab data. Config: I7 4770, Guest Windows 7 _x64, 4GB mem, 1.5G GraphicMem, MediaSDK

Performance boost with Intel GVT-g!
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